The advanced video codec (AVC) standard, recently defined by a joint video team (JVT) of ITU-T and ISO/IEC, is introduced in this paper together with its performance and complexity co-evaluation. While the basic framework is similar to the motioncompensated hybrid scheme of previous video coding standards, additional tools improve the compression efficiency at the expense of an increased implementation cost. As a first step to bridge the gap between the algorithmic design of a complex multimedia system and its cost-effective realization, a high-level co-evaluation approach is proposed and applied to a real-life AVC design. An exhaustive analysis of the codec compression efficiency versus complexity (memory and computational costs) project space is carried out at the early algorithmic design phase. If all new coding features are used, the improved AVC compression efficiency (up to 50% compared to current video coding technology) comes with a complexity increase of a factor 2 for the decoder and larger than one order of magnitude for the encoder. This represents a challenge for resource-constrained multimedia systems such as wireless devices or high-volume consumer electronics. The analysis also highlights important properties of the AVC framework allowing for complexity reduction at the high system level: when combining the new coding features, the implementation complexity accumulates, while the global compression efficiency becomes saturated. Thus, a proper use of the AVC tools maintains the same performance as the most complex configuration while considerably reducing complexity. The reported results provide inputs to assist the profile definition in the standard, highlight the AVC bottlenecks, and select optimal trade-offs between algorithmic performance and complexity.
INTRODUCTION
New applications and services in the communication and computing technology mainly focus on the processing and transmission of multimedia contents with portable and personal access to the information. While the enabling technologies for speech, data, text, and audio are available today (allowing the widespread diffusion of mobile phones, MP3 music players, global positioning systems to name but a few), the management of video information represents a remaining design challenge for its inherent high data rates and storage burdens. To cope with this issue, the advanced video codec (AVC), recently defined in a standardization effort of the ITU-T and ISO/IEC joint video team (JVT) [1, 2, 3, 4] , promises both enhanced compression efficiency over existing video coding standards (H.263 [5] , MPEG-4 Part 2 [6, 7] ) and network friendly video streaming. The codec aims at both conversational (bidirectional and real-time videotelephony, videoconferencing) and nonconversational (storage, broadcasting, streaming) applications for a wide range of bitrates over wireless and wired transmission networks.
Like previous video coding standards [5, 6, 7] , AVC is based on a hybrid block-based motion compensation and transform-coding model. Additional features improve the compression efficiency and the error robustness at the expense of an increased implementation complexity. This directly affects the possibility for cost-effective development of AVC-based multimedia systems and hence the final success of the standard. The scope of this paper is the exploration of the compression efficiency versus implementation cost design space to provide early feedbacks on the AVC bottlenecks, select the optimal use of the coding features, and assist the definition of profiles in the standard. The complexity analysis focuses on the data transfer and storage, as these are the dominant cost factors in multimedia system design for both software-and hardware-based architectures [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . Memory metrics are completed by computational burden measures. A comparison of the new codec with respect to current video coding technology, in terms of both compression efficiency and implementation cost, is also provided.
The paper is organized as follows. After a review of known profiling methodologies for multimedia system design, Section 2 defines and motivates the analysis approach adopted throughout the paper. A description of the upcoming standard including both encoder and decoder architectures is addressed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the testbench environment. Section 5 presents the global results obtained for the codec in terms of compression efficiency, memory cost, and computational burden. Section 6 exploits a multiobjective analysis to select the optimal trade-off between algorithmic performance and implementation cost. Section 7 deals with the definition of profiles in the standard. Conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
As sketched in Figure 1 , the design flow of complex multimedia systems such as video codecs typically features two main steps: an algorithmic development phase followed by a system implementation process. The first step focuses on algorithmic performance (peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), visual appearance, and bit rate). The algorithmic specification is typically released as a paper description plus a software verification model (often in C). Usually, the software model is not optimized for a cost-effective realization since its scope is mainly a functional algorithmic verification and the tar-
Step 1 (AVC status)
Step 2 get platform is unknown. Moreover, in the case of multimedia standards such as ITU-T and ISO/IEC video codecs, the verification software models (up to 100.000 C-code lines [10] ) are written in different code styles since they are the results of the combined effort of multiple teams. The second step of the design flow deals with the actual system realization starting from the paper and software specification. Only at this late stage, the true implementation complexity of the algorithm is known, which will determine the cost of the user's terminal and hence its success and widespread diffusion or not. If the initial cost specifications are not reached, the gained complexity information is used to re-enter the design flow making new actions at algorithmic and then implementation levels. This time-consuming loop ends only when the complexity meets the user's requirements.
To bridge the gap between the algorithmic development of a new multimedia application and its cost-effective realization, we propose to explore the performance versus implementation cost design space at the early algorithmic design phase. The goal of this co-evaluation approach is twofold: (i) to assess the performance and implementation cost of a new multimedia system presenting also a comparison with current technology ("Analyze & Predict" arrow in Figure 1 ); (ii) to provide feedback on the realization bottlenecks and highlight the properties of the system allowing for complexity reduction at the early algorithmic design phase ("Optimize" arrow in Figure 1 ). This way, the time-consuming iterations of the conventional design flow can be avoided. Particularly, this paper focuses on the design of the AVC video coding standard for which a committee draft specification and a verification software C-model have been recently defined [1, 2] . The huge C-code complexity of multimedia systems makes an implementation cost analysis without additional help time consuming and error prone. Hence, a supporting framework for automated analysis of the executable software specification is essential to apply the co-evaluation approach to a complex real-life design such as AVC. To this aim, the C-in-C-out ATOM-IUM/Analysis environment [10, 15, 17] has been developed. It consists of a set of kernels providing functionality for data transfer and storage analysis and pruning. Using ATOMIUM involves three steps [10] : instrumenting the program, generating complexity data by executing the instrumented code with representative test stimuli, and postprocessing of this data.
High-level profiling analyses have been addressed in the past for previous ITU-T (H.263+ in [5] ) and ISO/IEC (MPEG-4 Part 2 in [6, 18] , MPEG-1/-2 decoder in [19] ) video codecs. However, the above approaches focus mainly on computational complexity (processing time [5] or instruction-level [6, 19] profiling on a specific platform: typically general purpose CISC processors, e.g., Pentium in [5] , or RISC processors, e.g., UltraSPARC in [6, 19] ), while the actual implementation of H.263 and MPEG-4 codecs clearly demonstrates that multimedia applications are data dominated. As a consequence, data transfer and storage have a dominant impact on the cost-effective realization of multimedia systems for both hardware-and software-based platforms [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . Application specific hardware implementations have the freedom to match the memory and communication architectures to the application. Thus, an efficient design flow exploits this to reduce area and power [8, 11, 12] . On the other hand, programmable processors rely on the memory hierarchy and on the communication bus architecture that come with them. Efficient use of these resources is crucial to obtain the required speeds as the performance gap between CPU and DRAM is growing every year [9, 13, 14, 15, 20] . This high-level analysis is also essential for an efficient hardware/software system partitioning. In [18] , a complexity evaluation methodology based on the extraction of execution frequencies of core tasks is proposed. Combining this data with complexity figures for the core tasks on a specific platform, a performance estimate of the whole system on that platform is obtained. This approach relies on implementation cost measures already available for the single tasks (provided as benchmarks of a specific platform). Therefore, it is not suitable to analyze systems, such as AVC, featuring new algorithms for which complexity results are not available.
In this paper, the coding performance analysis is reported in terms of PSNR and bit rate, while the complexity metrics are the memory access frequency (total number of data transfers from/to memory per second) and the peak memory usage (maximum memory amount allocated by the source code) as counted within the ATOMIUM environment. These figures give a platform independent measure of the memory cost (storage and communication of data) and are completed with the processing time as a measure of the computational burden (processing time figures are measured on a Pentium IV at 1.7 GHz with Windows 2000). The software models used as input for this paper are the AVC JM2.1 [2] and the MPEG-4 Part 2 [7] (simple profile in [21] ), both nonoptimized source codes.
ADVANCED VIDEO CODEC

Standard overview
An important concept of AVC is the separation of the system into two layers: a video coding layer (VCL), providing the high-compressed representation of data, and a network adaptation layer (NAL), packaging the coded data in an appropriate manner based on the characteristics of the transmission network. This study focuses on the VCL. For a description of NAL features, the reader is referred to [22, 23] . Figures 2 and 3 show the block diagram of the AVC decoder and encoder, respectively. In analogy with previous coding standards, the AVC final committee draft [1] does not explicitly define the architecture of the codec but rather it defines the syntax of an encoded video bitstream together with the decoding method. In practice, according to the structure of the AVC reference software [2], a compliant encoder and decoder are likely to include the functional tasks sketched in Figures 2 and 3 . Nevertheless, particularly at the encoder side, there is space for variations in the sketched architecture to meet the requirements of the target application with the desired trade-off between algorithmic performance and cost. At the decoder side, the final architecture depends on the encoder profiles (i.e., combination of coding tools and syntax of the relevant bitstream) supported for decoding.
The framework defined in Figures 2 and 3 is similar to the one of previous standards: translational block-based motion estimation and compensation, residual coding in a transformed domain, and entropy coding of quantized transform coefficients. Basically, rectangular pictures can be coded in intra (I), inter (P), or bidirectional (B) modes. Both progressive and interlaced 4 : 2 : 0 YUV sequences are supported. Additional tools improve the compression efficiency, albeit at an increased implementation cost. The motion estimation and compensation schemes (ME and MC in Figures predicted from the neighbouring samples of already coded blocks. To this aim, the standard provides a DC plus 8 directional modes involving linear combinations of the samples. The conventional 8 × 8 floating-point discrete cosine transform, specified with rounding error margins, is replaced by a purely integer spatial transform (T and T −1 in Figures 2 and 3) , basically working on 4 × 4 shapes. The small sizes help to reduce blocking artifacts while the integer specification prevents any mismatch between the encoder and the decoder. Finally, two methods are specified for entropy coding: a universal variable-length coder (UVLC) that uses a single reversible VLC table for all syntax elements and a more sophisticated context adaptive binary arithmetic coder (CABAC) [25] .
Related work
Several contributions have recently been proposed to assess the coding efficiency of the AVC/H.26L scheme [3, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28] (H.26L is the original ITU-T project used as a starting point for the AVC standard, released as ITU-T H.264 and ISO/IEC MPEG-4 Part 10). Although this analysis covers all tools, the new features are typically tested independently comparing the performance of a basic configuration to the same configuration plus the tool under evaluation. In this way, the intertool dependencies and their impact on the trade-off between coding gain and complexity are not fully explored yet. Indeed, the achievable coding gain is greater for basic configurations, where the other tools are off and video data still feature a high correlation. For codec configurations in which a certain number of tools are already on, the residual correlation is lower and the further achievable gain is less noticeable. Complexity assessment contributions have been proposed in [26, 27, 29, 30] . However, these works do not exhaustively address the problem since just one side of the codec is considered (the encoder in [26, 27] and the decoder in [29, 30] ) and/or the analysis of the complete tool-set provided by the upcoming standard is not presented. Typically, the use of B-frames, CABAC, multireference frames, and eighth resolution is not considered. Consequently, the focus is mostly on a baseline implementation suitable for low-complexity and low-bit-rate applications (e.g., video conversation), while AVC aims at both conversational and nonconversational applications in which these discarded tools play an important role [3, 25, 28] . Furthermore, the complexity evaluation is mainly based on computational cost figures, while data transfer and storage exploration proved to be mandatory for efficient implementation of video systems [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] (see Section 2). Access frequency figures are reported in [29] for a H.26L decoder, but the analysis focuses on the communication between an ARM 9 CPU and the RAM, being a platform-dependent measure of the bus bandwidth rather than a platform-independent exploration of the system.
TEST ENVIRONMENT
Test sequences
The proposed testbench consists of 4 sequences with different grades of dynamism, formats, and target bit rates. Their characteristics are sketched in Table 1 . Mother & Daughter 30 Hz QCIF (MD) is a typical head and shoulder sequence occurring in very low-bit-rate applications (tens of Kbps). Foreman 25 Hz QCIF (FOR1) has a medium complexity, being a good test for low bit rate applications ranging from tens to few hundreds of Kbps. The CIF version of Foreman (FOR2) is a useful test case for middle-rate applications. Finally, Calendar & Mobile 15 Hz CIF (CM) is a high-complexity sequence with lot of movements including rotation and is a good test for high-rate applications (thousands of Kbps). Since the current standard description does not provide online rate controls, the test sequences in Section 5.1 are coded with a fixed quantization parameter (QP in Table 2 ) to achieve the target bit rate. The dependency of the proposed analysis on the QP value is addressed in Section 5.2.
Test cases
The paper reports for each test video 18 different AVC configurations whose descriptions are shown in Table 2 .
For each test case (identified by a number from 0 to 17), Table 2 details the activation status of the optional video tools with respect to a basic AVC configuration (case 0) characterized by a search range of 8, 1 reference frame, quarter-pixel resolution, intracoding by 9 prediction modes, in-loop deblocking, UVLC entropy coder, and a first I picture followed by all P pictures. The tools which are changing between two successive test cases are highlighted in bold style in Tables 2  and 3 . Comparisons with MPEG-4 Part 2 [7] , simple profile in [21] with a 16 search size, half-pixel resolution, and I and P pictures (referred to as test case M4 in the next sections) are provided in Sections 5 and 6.
The 18 reported AVC configurations are selected, for sake of space, as representatives of more than 50 considered test cases. The first two cases represent a "simple" AVC implementation with all new video tools off (with search displacements of 8 for case 0 and of 16 for case 1). Then, in cases 2 to 9 ("accumulative video tool enabling" in Table 2 ), the new AVC features are added one by one up to "complex" configurations, with all tools on (including B pictures with search displacements of 16 for cases 10 and 12, and of 32 for case 11), reaching the best coding performance although at maximum complexity. Comparing the test cases from 3 to 12 with the basic configurations 0 and 1 gives feedbacks about the coding efficiency versus complexity trade-off of the new AVC video tools. As it will be explained further, cases 13 to 17 in Table 2 have been properly selected to achieve roughly the same coding efficiency as the complex cases, while considerably reducing the complexity overhead by discarding some tools and reducing the number of reference frames and the search area. The overall set of AVC configurations (roughly 50) is the same for all the considered test sequences. As it will be detailed in Sections 5 and 6, the performance and usefulness of the different video tools depend on the considered bit rate and hence on the considered sequence (MD for tens of Kbps, FOR1 and FOR2 from tens to hundreds of Kbps, and CM for thousands of Kbps). During the selection, among the set of 50 configurations, of the 18 more representative test cases to be reported in this paper, the configurations from 0 to 12 ("simple," "accumulative video tool enabling," and "complex") have been chosen identical for all the video sequences, while the configurations from 13 to 17 (cost-efficient) feature some differences. Table 2 refers  to FOR1 and FOR2, while Table 3 reports the cost-efficient configurations for MD and CM. 
AVC PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT
Codec analysis
An overview of the encoder and decoder results (PSNR-Y, bit rate, peak memory usage, memory access frequency, processing time) for the 18 AVC test cases and the M4 one is summarized in Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 , and 11 and Tables 4, 5 , and 6.
Coding performance results
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 list the rate-distortion results for all the video inputs using the fixed QP values reported in Table 1 . For the sake of clarity, a rhombus represents the simple AVC configurations (cases 0 and 1), a cross identifies test cases from 2 to 9, a square represents complex AVC configurations (cases 10 to 12), a triangle indicates the cost-efficient configurations (cases 13 to 17 in Tables 2 and 3) , and a circle refers to M4 results. Clearly, AVC is a new codec generation featuring an outstanding coding efficiency: if all the novel video tools are used, AVC leads to an average 40% bit saving plus a 1-2 dB PSNR gain compared to previous M4 video coding standard (see results for test cases 10, 11, and M4 in Figures 4, 5, 6 , and 7). Figures 8, 9 , 10, and 11 deal with processing time and memory access frequency costs for both AVC encoder (Figures 8   and 9 ) and decoder ( Figures 10 and 11 ). In these figures, for all video inputs, the reported values are normalized with respect to the ones of the relevant test cases 0. A close similarity between the processing time and the memory access frequency curves emerges from the comparison of Figures  8 and 9 at the encoder and Figures 10 and 11 at the decoder. Moreover, the analysis of the performance and complexity metrics shows that the new coding scheme acts likewise for all input sequences, particularly at middle and low bit rates (see the behaviors of MD, FOR1, and FOR2 in Figures 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 , 10, and 11). Small differences arise for high rate video applications (CM) as emerges from Figures 10  and 11 .
Complexity results
Absolute complexity values are reported in Table 4 listing the range achieved by the different AVC configurations (rows Min and Max) and the complexity results of M4 as a reference. The processing time values in Table 4 are expressed in a relative way: they refer to the time needed to encode/decode on a Pentium IV at 1.7 GHz, 1 second of the original test sequence, that is to say, (see Table 1 ) 25 frames of FOR1 and FOR2, 30 frames of MD, and 15 frames of CM. As a consequence, meting real-time constraints entails a relative processing time smaller than 1.
The encoder peak memory usage depends on the video format and linearly on the number of reference frames and the search size. The influence of the other coding tools and the input video characteristics is negligible. At the decoder side, the peak memory usage depends only on the video format and on the maximum number of reference frames to decode. Peak memory usage dependencies for the decoder and the encoder are detailed in Tables 5 and 6 . To better highlight the intertools dependencies, the complexity results of Figures 8, 9 , 10, and 11 and Tables 4, 5, and 6 refer to the whole AVC coder and decoder. A functional access and time distribution over the different components (e.g., motion estimator, intra predictor, etc.) have already been addressed by the authors in [31] for simple and complex configurations. At the encoder side, up to 90% of the complexity is due to motion estimation. The decoder's main bottlenecks are the motion compensation (up to 30% and 60% for simple and complex configurations, respectively) and the intrareconstruction (nearly 20% and 15% for simple and complex configurations, respectively). With respect to previous ITU-T and ISO/IEC standards, another important component of the AVC decoder is the in-loop deblocking filter (see further details in Section 5.3) whose implementation entails an overhead up to 6% for the access frequency and 10% for the processing time.
Analysis of coding performance and complexity results
AVC is a new codec generation featuring an outstanding coding efficiency, but its cost-effective realization is a big challenge. If all the novel coding features are used, AVC leads to an average 40% bit saving plus a 1-2 dB PSNR gain compared to previous video coding standards (see results for test cases 10, 11, and M4 in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7) . In this way, it represents the enabling technology for the widespread diffusion of multimedia communication over wired and wireless transmission networks such as xDSL, 3G mobile phones, and WLAN. However, these figures come with a memory and computational complexity increase of more than one order of magnitude at the encoder. The decoder's complexity increase amounts to a factor 1.5-2 (see results for test cases 0, 10, and 11 in Figures 8, 9 , 10, and 11 and those for the AVC Max and M4 rows in Table 4 ). These increase factors are higher for the lower bit rate video as it emerges from the complexity is measured, is the configuration used in [3] to show the AVC compression efficiency with respect to previous video coding standards. Finally, the complexity ratio between the encoder and the decoder further highlights the AVC bottleneck, particularly for conversational applications (e.g., videotelephony), where both the encoder and the decoder capabilities must be integrated in the user's terminal. For a simple profile, Min rows in Table 4 , the encoder requires an access frequency and coding time at least 10 times that of the decoder and uses 2 times more memory space. For complex profiles, Max rows in Table 4 , the encoder access frequency is two orders of magnitude larger than the decoder one, while the peak memory usage is one order of magnitude higher.
The above measurements refer to nonoptimized source code and hence the future application of algorithmic and architectural design optimizations will lead to a decrease of the absolute complexity values, as it is the case in implementations of previous ITU-T and ISO/IEC standards [5, 11, 15, 16] . For instance, [32] recently proposed a fast motion estimation technique exploiting the new features of AVC, such as multireference frames and variable block sizes. The authors report a complexity reduction of a factor 5-6 with respect to a nonoptimized encoder realization based on the full search. However, the large complexity ratio between the reference codes of AVC and M4 (one order of magnitude at the encoder and a factor 2 at the decoder) presents a serious challenge requiring an exhaustive system exploration starting from the early standard design phase. Indeed, the performance growth rate predicted by Moore's law for the CPU amounts roughly to a factor 2 every 18 months. If we assume the same optimization factor as previously achieved for M4 to the current AVC code, but without any further systemlevel investigation, a cost-effective implementation could still not be scheduled before 2007 (i.e., the algorithmic complexity increase at the encoder would be covered in about four years and a half by the silicon technology improvements). Taking into account the lower performance growth rate of memories compared to CPU [20] , the above time figure would even be worse.
The results in Figures 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 also provide useful hints for the selection of the optimal trade-off between coding efficiency and implementation complexity in order to maximize the utility for the final user. Indeed, the analysis of the above data clearly demonstrates a property of the AVC scheme: when combining the new coding features, the relevant implementation complexity accumulates (see the waveforms in Figures 8, 9 , 10, and 11 for the test cases 0 to 11), while the global compression efficiency saturates (see the clusters in Figures 4, 5, 6 , and 7 for the test cases 9 to 17). As a matter of fact, the achievable coding gain when enabling one of the new AVC features is greater for basic codec configurations, where the other tools are off and video data still feature a high correlation. For codec configurations in which a certain number of tools are already on, the residual data correlation is lower and hence, the further achievable gain is less noticeable, that is, the global compression efficiency saturates.
As a consequence, a "smart" selection of the new coding features can allow for roughly the same performances as a complex one (all tools on) but with a considerable complexity reduction. The coding efficiency (Figures 4, 5, 6 , and 7) of test cases 13 to 17 is similar to that of cases 10 and 11, but their implementation cost (Figures 8, 9 , 10, and 11) is closer to the basic cases 0 and 1. The achievable saving factor is at least 6.5 for the encoder. At the decoder side, the range of variation among simple and complex configurations is smaller, therefore, the saving is less noticeable than for the encoder. No complexity reduction is achieved for high rate video (CM), while saving factors of roughly 1.5 for both time and memory metrics can be achieved for low bit rate videos. A single AVC configuration able to maximize coding efficiency, while minimizing memory and computational costs, does not exist. However, different configurations leading to several performance/cost trade-offs exist. To find these configurations, and hence to highlight the bottlenecks of AVC, a multiobjective optimization problem (solved, as it will be explained further, through a Pareto curve analysis) is addressed in Section 6 to explore the five-dimensional design space of PSNR, bit rate, computational burden, memory access frequency, and storage.
Performance and complexity analysis versus QP
Typically, video codecs incorporate a rate control scheme to target a given bit rate by adapting the quantization level. Since the standard description used in this paper does not yet provide such regulator, this section details the impact of different QP values on the analysis addressed in Section 5.1. All measurements described above are repeated on the 4 test sequences using several QP values (12, 16, 20, 24, 28) next to the fixed ones set in Table 1 . To be noted that this analysis refers to the QP range defined in the JM2.1 implementation of the standard. Figure 12 sketches rate-distortion results: the points with higher PSNR and bit rate values are obtained with lower QP values. Figures 13, and 14 present the encoder and decoder complexity metrics expressed in terms of memory access frequency and processing time (expressed as relative time like in Section 5.1). In Figures 13 and 14 , an arrow indicates the direction of growing QP values and hence decreasing bit rates. All these figures refer to the FOR2 video, covering a range from 100 to 1100 Kbps. Four representative AVC configurations are considered: cases 0, 10, 11, and 17.
The rate-distortion results ( Figure 12 ) show a typical logarithmic behavior. For all bit rates, the complex configurations (cases 10 and 11) achieve at least a 2 dB PSNR increment versus the simple one (case 0). As expected from Section 5.1, the coding performances with a search size of 16 and 32 are practically the same. With respect to the M4 standard, the same PSNR results are achieved with a 50% reduced bit rate enabling full-rate video communication over today wireless and wired networks. For instance, according to the results of Figure 12 , a complex CIF video like Foreman can be transmitted at 25 Hz and 36 dB with less than 300 Kbps being compatible with 3G wireless network capabilities. The analysis of Figure 12 for the whole bandwidth range further highlights the importance of AVC: even in case of broadband networks (e.g., xDSL and WLAN), nowadays multimedia communication terminals, based on MPEG-4 Part 2 and H.263 technologies, lead to a video coding and transmission 3 dB poorer on the same bit rate or they double the bandwidth (thus increasing the cost of the service) required to reach a certain PSNR level. Moreover, the high coding efficiency of AVC allows the insertion of some redundancy in the source coder to improve the transmission robustness in error-prone channels [22, 23, 33] .
As already shown in Section 5.1, a proper use of the AVC tools allows for nearly the same efficiency as the com- plex cases with a considerable complexity reduction. Indeed, while in complexity figures (Figures 13 and 14) the implementation cost of case 17 is close to the simple one, in Figure 12 the relevant coding efficiency results are close to the complex ones (the difference between case 17 and complex curves is below 0.4 dB and for QP ≥ 16 the same results are achieved). The encoder data transfer and processing time practically do not depend on QP: indeed for each test case in Figure 13 , the points with different QP values show nearly the same coding time and access frequency. At the decoder side (Figure 14) , this dependency is more noticeable: as expected from literature [30] , the higher the QP value (and hence the lower the bit rate), the lower the complexity. Finally, the storage requirements at both the encoder and the decoder (Figure 15 ) sides are not affected by the selected QP.
The dependency of AVC performance and complexity on the QP value has also been analyzed for the other test videos at lower (MD, FOR1) and higher (CM) rates. The achieved results are similar to those presented for FOR2.
Low-complexity AVC configuration
To test some low-complexity configurations not included in the basic scheme (half-pixel accuracy instead of quarter one and without in-loop deblocking), the JM2.1 code was suitably modified. Results for the same test cases of previous sections prove that restricting to half-pixel resolution decreases the compression efficiency (up to 30%, particularly for complex video inputs). Reducing the pixel accuracy can be useful only for very low rate video (MD) coded with a complex AVC profile. In this case, the lower pixel accuracy does not affect the coding efficiency and allows for a complexity reduction (both access frequency and processing time) of 10 and 15% for the encoder and decoder, respectively. As concerns deblocking, its use leads to PSNR (up to 0.7 dB) and bit rate (up to 6% saving) improvements. The complexity overhead is negligible at the encoder side and is up to 6% (access frequency) and 10% (processing time) at the decoder side. As proved in literature [13] , the PSNR analysis is not enough for a fair assessment of the deblocking tool since a subjective analysis is also required. The latter, in addiction to the above rate-distortion gain, confirms the effectiveness of the insertion of deblocking within the basic standard profile [1] .
PERFORMANCE VERSUS COST TRADE-OFF USING PARETO ANALYSIS
As shown in Section 5.1, achieving a good balance between algorithmic performance (coding efficiency) and cost (memory and computational complexity) is the first step to address the challenge of a cost-effective AVC realization. A Pareto curve [9, 34, 35 ] is a powerful instrument to select the right trade-off between these conflicting issues at system level. In a search space with multiple axes, it only represents the potentially interesting points and excludes all the others having an equally good or worse solution for all the axes. The multi objective design space exploration is reported in this section for the FOR2 (see Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19 ) and CM (see Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23 ) video inputs. The algorithmic performance is measured as the required bit rate achieving a fixed PSNR (36 dB for the target FOR2 video, covering a range from 250 to 500 Kbps, and 37.6 dB for the CM video, covering a range from 1000 to 3000 Kbps). The Pareto analysis has also been applied to the other video inputs at very low bit-rates (MD, covering a 20-50 Kbps range) and low bit rates (FOR1, covering a 80-200 Kbps range) achieving similar results to those obtained for the FOR2 video.
Figures 16 and 17 sketch the FOR2 sequence Pareto curves for the encoder using as cost metrics the memory access frequency and the peak memory usage. Figures 18 and  19 show the same analysis for the decoder. A rhombus represents the simple AVC configurations (cases 0 and 1), a cross refers to test cases from 2 to 9, a square represents complex AVC configurations (cases 10 to 12), a triangle indicates the cost-efficient configurations (cases 13 to 17), and finally a circle identifies the M4 results. A Pareto analysis for the processing time is not presented since it is linear with the access frequency (see Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 14) , leading to the same conclusions.
A simple AVC configuration (case 0) outperforms M4 since a lower bit rate (greater performance) is achieved for the same costs. Among the 18 tests, cases 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 are not interesting (namely, the above Pareto curves) since they offer a certain coding performance at a higher cost with respect to points 0, 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 near the Pareto curves. The latter points offer different optimal tradeoffs. Case 0 is the less complex and 13 is the most performing in coding efficiency. The results at low (FOR1 test video) and very low (MD test video) bit rates lead to similar observations as the middle-rate ones achieved in the FOR2 analysis. The above analysis presents some differences when applied to high-rate video applications. With reference to the CM test, Figures 20 and 21 sketch the Pareto curves for the encoder using as cost metrics the memory access frequency and the peak memory usage. Figures 22 and 23 show the same analysis for the decoder. Differently from the results of Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19, in Figures 20, 21, 22 , and 23, complex configurations such as cases 9, 10, and 12 are near the Pareto optimal curves.
From the combined analysis of the Pareto plots ( Figures  16, 17 , 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23) and their description in Tables 2 and 3 and Section 5.1, the following considerations can be derived, valid for all kind of sequences (both low and high bit rates). tions and is typically not supported in baseline standard profiles [1, 5] .
The effect of some tools differs when applied to different sequences. Comparing the nonoptimal Pareto points in Figures 16, 17, 18 , and 19 with their description in Table 2 provides useful hints on the AVC video tools for video applications at low and middle bit rates (i.e., few tens up to hundreds of Kbps):
(i) the use of the eighth-pixel resolution leads to a complexity increase without any coding efficiency gain; (ii) the use of B-frames for very low-bit-rate sequences as MD provides a low improvement in compression efficiency for the complexity increase it involves.
Different results emerge (see Figures 20, 21, 22 , and 23 for the CM video test) when a similar analysis is applied to high-bit-rate video applications (thousands of Kbps): (i) a higher pixel accuracy, eighth pixel instead of the basic quarter one, is a useful tool since it allows the same PSNR performance for at least 12% bit rate reduction (compare point 8 to point 7). The complexity increase is the same as for middle and low rates: roughly 15% for the encoder and 30% for the decoder as concerns data transfer and processing time. The impact on peak memory usage is negligible, (ii) multiple reference frames are more useful (e.g., 5 ref-
erence frames lead to roughly 15% bit saving), where most of the bit saving is already achieved with 3 reference frames.
The above analysis is a static evaluation of the algorithmic performance and the required complexity to assess the efficiency of the video coding tools. It provides a basis for automatic tool selection and gives pointers for the development of a resource manager in future work.
AVC PROFILES
The results of the performance versus cost Pareto analysis in Section 6 provide inputs to assist the profile definition in the standard. A profile defines a set of coding tools that can be used for generating a conforming bitstream. All decoders conforming to a specific profile must support all features in that profile. Encoders are not required to make use of any particular set of features supported in a profile but they have to provide bitstreams decodable by conforming decoders. In AVC/H.264, three profiles are defined: the baseline, the extended, and the main profile [3] . With reference to the VCL video tools presented in Section 3.1, 2 the Baseline profile supports all new features in AVC (multireference frames, variable block sizes, quarter-pixel accuracy, in-loop deblocking, integer spatial transform, and spatial prediction for intracoding) except 1/8-pixel accuracy, CABAC and B pictures. The Extended profile supports all features of the Baseline profile plus B frames and some tools for error resiliency (e.g., switching pictures SP/SI and data partitioning [3] ). The Main profile supports all VCL features described in Section 3.1 except eighth-pixel accuracy. 3 Baseline and Extended profiles are tailored for conversational services (typically operating below 1 Mbps) and streaming services (typically operating in the range 50-1500 Kbps), while entertainment video applications (several Mbps) would probably utilize the main profile.
The results of the VCL analysis presented in this paper are aligned with the profile considerations made by the standards body with the exception of the eighth-pixel accuracy which is no longer included in the last AVC release [3] . According to the results of Section 6, this choice is suitable for applications not targeting a high-rate, high-quality video scenario or when the low cost is the main issue (e.g., wireless video). In high-rate multimedia applications (e.g., thousands of Kbps for the test CM in Section 6), an increased pixel accuracy should be adopted since it leads to a noticeable coding efficiency gain. This consideration suggests that future extensions of the standard to high-quality video scenario, currently being considered by AVC, could/should envisage a pixel accuracy higher than quarter.
CONCLUSIONS
The advanced video codec (AVC) is recently defined in a joint standardization effort of ITU-T and ISO/IEC. This paper introduces this new video codec together with its performance and complexity co-evaluation. First, a description of the upcoming standard including both the encoder and the decoder architectures is addressed. Then, an exhaustive analysis of the coding efficiency versus complexity design space is carried out over a wide variety of video contents at the early algorithmic design phase. Since the increasing complexity of multimedia applications makes high-level system exploration time consuming and error pone, the co-evaluation approach is supported by a framework for automated analysis of the Clevel specification. Different from known profiling methodologies, focusing mainly on PSNR, bit rate, and computational burden, the proposed approach also investigates memory metrics (data transfer and storage). Real-life implementations of H.263 and MPEG-4 systems demonstrate that multimedia applications are data dominated: data transfer and storage are the dominant cost factors for both hardware-and software-based architectures.
The simulation results show that AVC outperforms current video coding standards (up to 50% bit saving for the same PSNR) offering the enabling technology for a widespread diffusion of multimedia communication over wired and wireless transmission networks. However, this outstanding performance comes with an implementation complexity increase of a factor 2 for the decoder. At the encoder side, the cost increase is larger than one order of magnitude. This represents a design challenge for resource constrained multimedia systems such as wireless and/or wearable devices and high-volume consumer electronics, particularly for conversational applications (e.g., video telephony), where both the encoder and the decoder functionalities must be integrated in the user's terminal.
The analysis also highlights important properties of the AVC framework allowing for complexity reduction in the early algorithmic design phase. When combining the new coding features, the relevant implementation complexity accumulates, while the global compression efficiency saturates. As a consequence, a proper use of the AVC tools maintains roughly the same coding performance as the most complex configuration (all tools on) while considerably reducing complexity (up to a factor 6.5 for the encoder and 1.5 at the decoder side). A single AVC configuration able to maximize algorithmic performance while minimizing memory and computational burdens does not exist. However, different configurations leading to several performance/cost trade-offs exist. To find these optimal configurations, and hence to highlight the bottlenecks of AVC, a Pareto multiobjective analysis is presented to explore the five-dimensional design space of PSNR, bit rate, computational burden, and memory access frequency and storage. The reported results provide inputs to assist the definition of profiles in the standard and represent the first step for a cost-effective implementation of the new AVC.
